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The digital transformation wave 
is leaving gaps, issues and 
confusion in its wake
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Challenges

Low productivity & engagement
Improving employee engagement and 
productivity is hard, and even harder when 
working remotely

01

Low adoption
Organisations are unable to realise their
investment in Microsoft 365 and unleash its full 
potential

02

Sprawl of data
Knowledge sharing is more difficult as we 
introduce new data silos and create end-user 
confusion 

03

I can’t find stuff
Employees can spend 1.8 hours searching and 
gathering information per day - McKinsey01

Too many apps
The average person has 60-90 apps. 69% of 
workers waste up to an hour per day navigating 
between apps - RingCentral

02
Too many silos
Inefficient communication and substandard 
collaboration costs £8k/person p.a. (Raconteur)
Only 2% of businesses feel they are effective at 
data sharing (customerTHINK)
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Bringing  people together to do their best 
work through integration and smart tools, 
leveraging the power of Microsoft 365 and 
Microsoft Viva.

Atlas embeds within and enhances 
Microsoft Viva Connections with enterprise 
grade features such as personalisation and 
targeted content and user engagement.

Atlas Communications Intranet

Atlas Collaboration

Atlas ConneX

Atlas empowers users with answers by making the 
contribution, findability and sharing of knowledge intuitive. 
Atlas even integrates with and extends Viva Topics.

Users can create the sites, teams 
and groups they need, backed by a 
powerful governance framework 
and management dashboards.

A collection of advanced tools that make 
work more effective and productive. Atlas 
even helps organisations take advantage 
of SharePoint Syntex for Content 
Automation.

Atlas AI / Smart Tools

Atlas is the place to get work done
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Atlas Knowledge

Atlas and the Atlas roadmap takes advantage of Microsoft Viva, Viva Connections, Viva Topics and SharePoint Syntex.
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The Team Behind Atlas
Established 2003

Customers in over 110 countries

Over 50 awards and accolades

Finalist: Microsoft Partner of the Year 
Employee Experience

ISO 27001, 14001, 9001 certified
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Korn Ferry

• Multi-award winner – NNG, Digital 
Workplace Group

• Instant business impact and most used tool
• Savings of $0.4m per hour and 45,000 

minutes per day
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Customer stories

Legal & 
Prof. Services

Construction &  
Engineering

Financial Services
& Insurance

https://www.clearpeople.com/sectors
https://www.clearpeople.com/sectors
https://www.clearpeople.com/sectors/
https://www.clearpeople.com/success-stories/weightmans-atlas-case-study-part1-2
https://www.clearpeople.com/success-stories/osborne-atlas-case-study-part1
https://www.clearpeople.com/success-stories/tmhcc-global-atlas-case-study
https://www.clearpeople.com/success-stories/weightmans-atlas-case-study-part1-2
https://www.clearpeople.com/success-stories/osborne-atlas-case-study-part1
https://www.clearpeople.com/success-stories/tmhcc-global-atlas-case-study
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Awards & Recognition

• ClearPeople finalist of 2021 Microsoft Partner of the 
Year

• ClearPeople and Korn Ferry win best intranet in Nielsen 
Norman Awards 2020 | ClearPeople, Atlas, Teams, 
Microsoft Office 365

• Atas shortlisted in 3 categories in the Computing 
Technology Product awards 2020 

• ClearPeople selected for the Scale Up Club
• TechRound’s Top Female Entrepreneurs to Watch in 

2021

https://www.clearpeople.com/insights/news/2021-microsoft-employee-experience-partner-of-the-year-award
https://www.clearpeople.com/insights/news/Best-Intranet-NNG-2020
https://www.clearpeople.com/insights/news/atlas-finalist-computing-technology-product-awards
https://www.clearpeople.com/insights/news/clearpeople-selected-for-scale-up-club-by-svc2uk
https://techround.co.uk/startups/female-entrepreneurs-to-watch-in-2021/
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In the Press

• Lawyer Monthly: Driving collaboration through the use 
of legal tech

• Is cross-collaboration the key to driving innovation 
when we get back into the office?

• The case for digital investment in an uncertain world
• How construction leaders can ensure growth and 

success through digital transformation
• Starting afresh: Founders will lead the new normal
• How to return furlough staff back to work -

https://businessadvice.co.uk/tax-and-admin/year-
end/return-furloughed-staff-work/

• How COVID-19 has rewritten the rules of the workplace 
- http://hrnews.co.uk/how-covid-19-has-rewritten-the-
rules-of-the-workplace

• Plus many more articles here

https://www.itproportal.com/features/is-cross-collaboration-the-key-to-driving-innovation-when-we-get-back-into-the-office/
https://www.constructionnews.co.uk/agenda/opinion/expert/the-case-for-digital-investment-in-an-uncertain-world-05-10-2020/?tkn=1
https://constructionmaguk.co.uk/how-construction-leaders-can-ensure-growth-and-success-through-digital-transformation/
https://www.itpro.co.uk/business-strategy/startups/356900/starting-afresh-why-startups-will-lead-the-new-normal
https://businessadvice.co.uk/tax-and-admin/year-end/return-furloughed-staff-work/
http://hrnews.co.uk/how-covid-19-has-rewritten-the-rules-of-the-workplace
https://www.clearpeople.com/insights/in-the-press
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